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scaling impact:
where we are

The world needs ideas that make a
difference. At GoodBrand, we help
clients build stronger businesses
through innovation that drives social
and commercial impact.

This month we turn 20. Over that time we’ve
been proud to work together with partners and
clients with a common purpose to make business
a force for good, and good a force for business.

For 20 years we’ve helped brand owners
creatively turn responsible business
practice into strategic advantage.

The scale of the sustainability challenge remains
huge. Business can and must play a pivotal
role, by unlocking economic and social value
simultaneously: creating ‘Total Value’. Recent
valuation of this market opportunity shows a
huge potential for growth*.

As a certified B Corporation we’re
dedicated to delivering outcomes
that yield the greatest impact.

GoodBrand has spent 20 years building
a community of values-led professionals,
with combined specialism for delivering
impact-led innovation.

We’ve seen progress being made: cross-sectoral
partnerships delivering real structural solutions;
changing consumer values stimulating new market
growth; and, critically, the financial sector starting
to unlock the potential in impact investment.

In 2015 we recommitted to scaling our impact.
The same year we joined B Corp, formalising
our commitment to a purpose beyond profit,
and bi-annual assessment of our performance.
You can read our current B Lab report here.
In the past two years we’ve continued our
dedication to delivering the highest quality support
to our clients, but also to building a sustainable
model, that will enable us to scale our own impact.
We’ve been learning how to unlock our projects’
impact while growing our business. We have shared
these learnings and a corresponding action plan at
the end of this report.
We hope you enjoy reading this report. We’d love to
get any views from you feedback@goodbrand.com

Peter Askew, CEO
November 2017

food and
agriculture

healthcare

energy and
materials

cities

*Business and Sustainable Development Commission’s ‘Better Business,
Better World’ 2017 report reveals 60 sustainable and inclusive market ‘hotspots’
in just four economic areas worth at least US$12 trillion - over 10% of today’s GDP.
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twenty years
down the line…
Here’s a snapshot of some of the defining moments
in our 20 years’ journey, collaborating with values-led
challengers to scale their brands’ impact.
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1998

2002

2003

2005

2006

2008

Woolworths’ Kids First
charity foundation

Danone’s Share Your Meal
nutrition programme

Nespresso’s AAA Program
supply chain strategy

Volvic’s 1L for 10L
water access initiative

Nescafé’s Partners Blend
first certified coffee

Cadbury’s first
digital CSR report

2009

2012

2014

2015

2016

2017

Muller’s local
investment initiative

OMV’s Resourcefulness
sustainability strategy

Nespresso’s Positive Cup
integrated sustainability

Unilever’s Sunlight Kiosks
water access programme

Danone Nutricia’s Early
Years Nutrition Partnership

Unilever’s I Am Wall’s
sustainable employment
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how we create
& measure impact
Innovating for impact is an intricate and iterative undertaking.
It requires long-term thinking and imagination along with far
reaching organisational alignment to deliver it.
The impact of our work comes in three forms:
1. Connecting by aligning resources behind common objectives
2. Creating by designing and delivering impact-led initiatives
3. Catalysing by promoting impact-led innovation & enterprise
We apply our ‘3C’ impact model both to our client projects
and to GoodBrand’s own goals. It provides a framework
to assess delivery of the process outputs necessary to
ensuring successful project outcomes.

GOODBRAND’S 3C IMPACT MODEL

We deliver impact by:

Which involves:

Which we measure by:

Connecting

Aligning people, relationships,
assets, and business objectives
behind a common quantified
ambition for impact

• Client project assessment
• Cross-functional representation
• External stakeholders engaged
in process
• Senior commitment to impact
ambition
• Client referrals

Creating

Designing and delivering
projects that sustainably
and substantially help people
and planet while contributing
to business success

• Prototypes / projects run
• Partnerships created
• Investment streams created
• Project’s socio-environmental
outcomes
• Project’s commercial outcomes

Catalysing

Promoting impact-led
innovation and investing
in social enterprise

• Audiences convened
• New thinking shared
• Media reach
• Social enterprises supported
• B Corporation certification score

We’re getting smarter at measuring achievement
in each of the impact delivery areas, across both
economic and social impact factors.
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Connecting resources for impact

our
connective
impact
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We call our clients values-led challengers. They’re the ones
dedicated to enhancing the social value their organisations
deliver. But they can’t act alone. In order to succeed, they
require an intricate ecosystem of support: the right insights
and analysis, alignment of internal objectives, assets and
capabilities, and a collaborative network of partners.
In the next two years we plan to continue developing our
facilitation role, helping challengers get alignment and
buy-in to their impact ambition.

IMPACT 2015-17
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NEW CLIENTS
SIGNED UP

AMBITIONS
APPROVED

4.7/5

13

AVG. CLIENT PROJECT
ASSESSMENT

CLIENT
REFERRALS
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supporting
challengers

a challenger’s view
SILVIA GRATTIERI
WALL’S SENIOR GLOBAL
BRAND MANAGER, UNILEVER

FRONTIER THINKING

COMMON GOOD

PEOPLE POWERED

IMPACT FOCUSED

Competing for – and
creating – the future

Building systems
that work for all

Acting by, through
and for people

Making the right things
actually happen

Ensuring Satisfaction

What’s your vision for impact
through your brand?

To ensure we’re providing values-led challengers the
best support we can, we track their satisfaction at the
end of each project.
Our satisfaction survey questions are based on our
delivery against GoodBrand’s four mindsets, which
inform the values we apply to all our work and interactions.
The average score we achieved through our projects
in 2016 is 4.7/5. We will be rerunning the survey for
client projects we’ve been involved in in 2017 at the
end of the year.
Since we started 20 years ago we have operated a
money-back satisfaction guarantee, which we’re proud
to say – so far – has never had to be invoked by any of
our clients.
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Wall’s, the world’s largest ice-cream
brand, aspires to be a leader in driving
social change and to build social
capital through its purpose of “Inclusive
Happiness”. With sales of €6bn across
53 markets, it has the scale and reach to
a make a significant impact on the world.
To meet this ambition, we have taken
the “I am Wall’s” Vendor Program and
evolved into a sustainable employment
initiative for people distant from the
labour market. We aim to employ 150,000
vendors and impact over 200,000
lives by 2025. This flagship programme
is the key to unlocking how Wall’s can
become a Unilever Sustainable Living
brand, where strategic sustainability
is truly embedded within our business
model and aligned to the SDGs to
alleviate poverty and inequality.
Progress has been made, but there are
still significant challenges to driving real
social impact. To scale and deepen the
programme, Wall’s wanted to pilot the
first corporate social impact bond.

Where did you need help achieving it?
Three key challenges were inhibiting our
vision to drive the social impact initiative:
Measurement: Within sustainability
elements, such as environmental impacts,
are more easily understood and
quantifiable. Positive social impact
initiatives are much more complex to
measure, hence our interest to work
with GoodBrand, who are impact-led
and have experience in how to create
business and social value through brands
and business and measure impact.
Cost vs. Benefits: Sustainability can be
perceived as costly. People can focus
on the perceived cost and challenges
rather than the opportunities, leading
to short termism rather than a longer
term systemic approach and sustainable
commercial returns. GoodBrand have
the experience in social innovation to
identify tangible solutions that create
longer term commercial and social return.
Leadership Engagement & Education:
The world of impact finance was very
new to Unilever and the ice cream
category, and was not integrated within
a brand’s strategic plans. GoodBrand
have strong knowledge and expertise
in impact finance and their leadership
helped us navigate this complex world.

How did we help you build and
substantiate your vision?
GoodBrand worked with us to identify
how we could use impact finance to meet
Wall’s ambition. Through educating us
on impact finance, GoodBrand provided
a structured step by step approach, and
helped endorse some frontier thinking
initiatives. They showed us different
investment options, how to unlock them,
and how to secure the support of the
team, including our leadership. This
included UK policy making and welfare,
helping us to prepare key meetings with
policy makers / governmental authorities,
and making the vision a reality
Did we do a good job of aligning resources to achieve the best outcome?
100%
Did we support your needs, and did our
values match your team’s?
Unilever and GoodBrand’s values are
very much aligned. GoodBrand’s frontier
thinking and impact focus approach
were crucial in building momentum
and piloting new social impact initiatives
for our category. We are still in early
stages of development, but we now have
momentum and a strong leadership
team engaged in understanding the
plans and progressing forward.

OUR CONNECTIVE IMPACT /
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Creating substantive impact
The projects we work on typically feed into specific
themes and frameworks within the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals. The themes of Water, Nutrition
and Livelihoods have been most of our focus in this
report’s period.

our
creative
impact
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Our projects require co-creation, early prototyping,
co-financing design and result in wider systemic innovation.
In the next two years we plan to further integrate social
and investment strategies.

IMPACT 2015-17

10

5

PROTOTYPES /
PROJECTS RUN

PARTNERSHIPS
CREATED

2

See project impact case
studies on following pages…

INVESTMENT
STREAMS CREATED

SOCIO–ENVIROMENTAL
OUTCOMES
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livelihoods
In 2015, 9.6% percent of the world’s
population – 705 million people –
were estimated to be living below
the international poverty line of US $1.90
a day (1). The global poor are predominantly
rural, young, poorly educated, and mostly
employed in the agricultural sector. (2)
In the poorest countries, gender
inequalities, further limit the opportunities
for girls and women. (3)
This 3.1 billion rural population (4) is
disadvantaged by a lack of basic needs
and economic enablers, and are subject

to even further economic uncertainty
with the effect of climate change on
natural resources.
Companies, most notably in the food
and beverage sectors, with rural operations
can use their core strengths, scale,
purchasing power and partnerships to
invest in sustainable rural development,
in line with their own purpose and growth
strategies. They can play a catalytic role
in empowering people and contribute to
the resilience of communities, making
rural areas more attractive places to work,
live and invest in.

“Economic growth must be
inclusive to provide sustainable
jobs and promote equality.”
UNITED NATIONS
2017 (5)
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Nespresso:
positive impact in the
livelihoods of farmers
and their communities

“GoodBrand has been instrumental
in helping to evolve our strategic
sustainability thinking working with all
stakeholders through the process and
supporting our positive impact ambition.”
JÉRÔME PEREZ
HEAD OF SUSTAINABILITY, NESTLÉ NESPRESSO

Challenge

Strategy

Nespresso Is a major global coffee
brand and the pioneer of the portioned
coffee sector. In 2002, Nespresso faced the
challenge of how to integrate sustainability
into its coffee supply chain, ensuring
traceability and social, economic and
environmental sustainability in farming
communities. GoodBrand supported
the company in the creation of its unique
sourcing programme, the Nespresso
AAA Sustainable Quality programme,
co-created with the sustainable agriculture
NGO, Rainforest Alliance. In 2013 the
company asked GoodBrand to advise on the
deeper integration of a new sustainability
strategy into the business strategy.

Through analysis and interviews with
internal management and external
stakeholders, we identified the most
important systemic issues impacting
the sustainability of the coffee industry,
and Nespresso’s operations. These
included the effects of climate change
and generational succession on coffee
growing areas, and issues related to
the sustainable and circular use of
aluminium used in capsule packaging.
From these insights, we developed a
comprehensive sustainability strategy,
called The Positive Cup, that has been
integrated into the wider company
strategy. Over the last 15 years we have
developed a series of innovations alongside
the Nespresso team to bring the strategy
to life in concrete actions and commitments.
These are set out in the Nespresso Creating
Shared Value report, The Positive Cup.

We have taken specific strategic initiatives
in facilitating intergenerational succession
on coffee farms, leading to a partnership
with the Fairtrade Labelling Organisation
and the launch of the first-ever retirement
savings plan for smallholder coffee
farmers in Colombia. We have also
developed programmes that reduce
the risks to smallholders such as climate
related weather incidents that can
damage harvests, resulting in the piloting
of a weather indexed crop insurance
scheme, unique to the coffee sector.
We are very proud of the work we have
done to support Nespresso in its quest to
produce and market exceptional coffees
but equally to have a positive impact on
society and on the environment.

PROJECT IMPACT (6, 7)
82% AAA sourced coffee from over 70,000 farmers across 12 countries
Improved livelihoods - social (+22.6%), environmental (+52.1%) and economic (41.0%)
vs conventional farming
90% satisfaction with the AAA Program from AAA farmers
1100 AAA and Fairtrade-certified farmers enrolled in the savings plan
Strong leadership in the coffee industry around sustainability farmer welfare
Greater economic stability and sustainable future for coffee growers
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nutrition
Malnutrition has become “the new normal”
and now affects a third of humanity. (8)
Currently 795 million people on the plant
are undernourished (hungry), with 155
million children under five stunted, or
chronically undernourished. At the other
end of the spectrum 2.1 billion adults are
overweight or obese (of that, 603.7 million
adults and 107.7 million children are obese). (9)
The impact on a country’s resources to
tackle malnutrition is profound; from
sustainable food production to the delivery
of quality health and welfare systems.

The 2016 Global Nutrition Report highlights the world is not doing enough to
tackle this epidemic. A 2016 study of the
world’s 22 largest food companies claimed
industry is moving “far too slowly” to
address the double burden presented by
undernutrition and obesity. (10)
Business needs to play its part and fast.
They have the opportunity to use their
expertise, investment and influence, to
partner with NGOs and Government, to
innovate and create new products and
programmes with scalable working solutions
that have a positive impact on this burdening
crisis and their own commerciality.

“Food is not a business like others.
Food is not a commodity. It is far
more important. It is not a consumer
good. It is precious. It is a human
right, so defined by the UN”
EMANUELLE FABER
CEO DANONE, 2017
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Danone Nutricia:
bringing young children
brighter futures through
better nutrition

“GoodBrand showed us
how we could scale our
impact far beyond our
original expectations”
ANN EVANS
HEAD OF SOCIAL INNOVATION
AND SUSTAINABILITY, DANONE

Challenge

Strategy

The earliest years of a child’s life are the
most important for their lifelong health:
what they eat and the food habits they
develop will set the pattern for the rest
of their lives. In the UK, one in five 4-5
year old children is overweight or obese.
Obesity directly costs the NHS more than
£6bn per year. By the time a child reaches
primary school, it can already be too late
to properly address the issue.

EYNP involves a diverse range of
stakeholders including nurseries,
parents, nutritionists, academia, NGOs
and local partners. To ensure the
success and long-term sustainability
of the social enterprise concept,
each of these audiences needed to
be strongly engaged.

In response to this, Danone Nutricia,
with Pre-school Learning Alliance and the
British Nutrition Foundation, developed
an independent social enterprise model,
the Early Years Nutrition Partnership.
EYNP provides nursery age children
access to expert registered nutritionists
and sets up a nursery accredited grading
scheme. The aim is to improve the
health outcomes of young children.

Danone Nutricia invited us to consider
the best way to develop and validate an
approach, to engage stakeholders and
maximise the impact of EYNP. We initially
developed a strategic brand proposition.
We identified and researched the needs
of the different stakeholders, interpreted
our findings into a key proposition,
including the benefits and messages
for each audience, worked through
various concepts and created a significant
communication idea to engage all.

To rapidly scale the impact of the
EYNP on early years nutrition, it was
agreed additional external investment
was required. We recommended a
social impact bond (SIB) financial
structure to establish opportunities
for external investment, which included
a thorough review of the business model,
the creation of financial options, seeking
targets for external investment and
investor consultation.

PROJECT IMPACT (11)
90 nurseries signed to EYNP
5674 nursery age children reached
68 early years professionals studying nutrition diploma at nurseries
Increased leadership and influence on national policies around nutrition
Building Danone’s strategic alignment to SDGs
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water
Water is one of our most precious resources
and is essential for life. Despite what appears
to be an abundance of water on our planet,
less than 1% is available for consumption by
plants, humans and animals. (12)
Many countries, are using water faster than
nature can replenish it. Climate change,
population growth, demographic changes
and urbanisation pose continued challenges
for water supply systems. It is expected by
2025, half of the world’s population will be
living in water-stressed areas. (13)
In low- and middle-income countries, 38%
of health care facilities lack an improved
water source, 19% do not have improved
sanitation, and 35% lack water and soap
for hand washing (14). Every year millions of

people, most of them children, die from
diseases associated with inadequate
water supply, sanitation and hygiene.
Leading businesses are adapting their
business models to position water as a
source of value. The private sector can and
must play a significant role in addressing
these challenges to secure its own operations
and to improve the quality of life of citizens
where it operates. This engagement
may take many forms: a shift to a circular
economy model, addressing water
management in supply chains, and working
with local communities, government and
industry to safeguard water supplies.
Innovation and commitment are needed by
all parties to address our global water crisis.

“Over the coming decades, feeding a
growing global population and ensuring
food and nutrition security for all, will
depend on increasing food production.
This, in turn, means ensuring the sustainable
use of our most critical finite source water.”
BAN KI-MOON
UN SECRETARY GENERAL (15)
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Sunlight:
empowering women and
communities through
access to clean safe water

Challenge
There are 319 million people in SubSaharan Africa who do not have access
to clean and safe water. This has led to
some 40 billion hours lost annually, by
women and girls, in collecting water.
This lost time, of at least two hours a
day, limits women’s choices diverting
time which could be spent on more
productive social and economic activity.
Sunlight, a Unilever general homecare
brand in Africa, identified a US$5-10bn
global opportunity to develop low-income
emerging consumer markets for soap
and laundry products in areas that do
not have access to piped water utilities.
They recognised at the same time they
could help reduce poverty, empower
women and improve livelihoods and
standards of living.
The Sunlight brand team designed a social
strategy focusing on water access-led
enterprise opportunities for women
and girls in Nigeria. An initial pilot with

Oxfam, enabled Sunlight to set up Sunlight
Water Centres (SWC), which pump and
filtrate water, to supply clean water to
the community. SWCs act as enterprises,
and are run by local women, who are
trained to set up and manage their own
business. Water sales create a modest
profit, but the addition of household
product sales makes the centres financially
viable and sustainable.

Strategy
After the launch of two SWCs in Nigeria,
the Sunlight team invited us to assess
the project and work with them to design
an effective long-term sustainability
programme which supported Sunlight’s
aims and brand purpose.
After a thorough review, we identified
aspects of the approach and pilot design
which suggested opportunities to improve
the effectiveness and impact of the
programme’s long-term sustainability
and its scalability. We helped rebuild the

“Our ambitions to create greater social
and economic value would not have
happened without the strategic insight,
rigour and support of GoodBrand. You
helped us to think of new ways of working
and enabled the Sunlight Water Centres
to grow to where they are now.”
commercial model and recognised the
need for further pilots to build a funding
model to attract new partners to support
the enterprises.

BARBARA RYL
GLOBAL BRAND DEVELOPMENT MANAGER SUNLIGHT, UNILEVER

We identified a partnership strategy for
Sunlight, with the NGO, Technoserve,
who continue to be instrumental in helping
to develop the programme, from building
the human capital required for scale to
identifying ways to reduced capex. To
help further finance scaling of the SWCs,
we recommended the creation of an
impact investment vehicle, which would
create access to capital at preferential
market rates.
With 18 Sunlight Water Centres, already
established, the focus for the next 12
months is to further understand the key
learnings and strengthen the commercial
model. Longer term, the aim is to build
1000 water centres in Africa, which will
support 500,000 individuals, and free
up one billion hours of their time. It is
estimated these kiosks will generate US
$2bn in community economic impact.

PROJECT IMPACT (16, 17)
18 Sunlight Water Centres now established
Reduced cost, improved quality of water
2,150 community members average for each site
20,180 productive hours freed up by each site
Raised confidence, standing & dignity of women
Brand differentiation for Sunlight helps to grow Unilever market share
Improved community health, sanitation and living standards
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Being a catalyst for impact

our
catalytic
impact

Our belief in business’ ability to do good is, for us,
not idealism: it is a path to long-term success and
a better world. To scale the impact of our work beyond
our delivery of current client projects, we have to
advocate for impact-led innovation. We’re really
just getting started on this front, and 2017 has seen
the introduction of our ‘kindling’ and seminar series.
In the next two years we plan to expand our outreach
programme, connecting increasingly with the SME
and investor commuities.
IMPACT 2015-17
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NEW AUDIENCES
CONVENED

NEW THINKING
PAPERS PUBLISHED

+62%

1

MEDIA REACH
(unique page views
per month)

ENTERPRISE
SUPPORTED
(320 members)
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B LAB
SCORESHEET
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leading and
sharing thinking
Kindling series

Seminar series

We’re privileged to operate in what remains
an emerging space. This year we have
redoubled our efforts to more formally
develop and publish thought leadership in
areas relevant to our experience, interests,
and clients’ needs. The topics of our ‘kindling’
pieces range from innovative solutions to
healthcare’s systemic issues, to strategies
for adopting wiser leadership behaviours.

This year we’ve developed our experience
and skills in convening different stakeholder
groups around challenging topic areas. It’s
something we’ve being doing for our clients
for 20 years, but never in a structured way
for ourselves. So far our breakfast seminar
series has covered thought leadership in
topics like substantiating brand purpose.

JOIN OUR
BREAKFAST SEMINAR:

Purpose Is As
Purpose Does
How substantiating
brand purpose builds
stronger business
Wed 26th July, 8-10am
Impact Hub, Kings Cross,
London

In a world where consumers demand
transparency and authenticity, ‘purpose’ is
commonly adopted as a way to make brands
relevant, meaningful and trusted. But getting
this right is hard. Many brands ‘say’ purpose,
few actually ‘do’ it.
Join us for an interactive and lively debate
on the merits of purpose, and the most
effective ways for brands to deliver
combined commercial and social value.

“I’d like to see a way that
GoodBrand could not just link
their experiences of working with
many partners on the subject, but
engineer the meeting of minds…”
LEANNE OLIVIER
GLOBAL LEAD NUTRITION & FOOD BEHAVIOUR, DANONE NUTRITIA
26 /
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joining
advocacy
platforms
Increasingly GoodBranders are connecting to different
communities and groups aligned to their own values where
they can create lasting change. Here’s a few from this year…

James at Hub Dot
“I love talking to people about what we
do at GoodBrand – not only because I am
proud of it, but because in a small way,
it helps people see that a better way of
doing business is not only possible, but
profitable too. The wider we can spread
this message and the bigger the platforms
on which we do it, the greater our chance
of creating change at scale.”

Charlie and One Young World
“I share similar values to One Young World,
a youth leadership forum, that exists to
champion and accelerate young leaders,
to resolve some of the world’s most
pressing issues. Since 2013, I have held
various volunteering roles with them.
I help strengthen the community of
members and our reputation online, and
through convening key influencers at a
series of events across Europe.”
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Sabine and Healthcare Shapers
“I wanted to contribute to developing
innovative solutions to create health impact
so I joined a group called Healthcare Shapers.
I collaborate with different healthcare
experts and stakeholders on concrete
health solutions that can be scaled through
health-impact-bonds”

Amy and Community Action
“For the last three years, I’ve been involved
with community events based on a set
of principles such as co-creation, no
commerce, participation, self-expression,
inclusion. Recently I was a camp lead for
a week long event in a remote location
in Spain based on these principles. The
reason I devote so much of my free time
to this community is that I believe the
mindsets it cultivates are part of the shift
to a sustainable world.”

OUR CATALYTIC IMPACT /
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investing in
social enterprise
Impact Hub Kings Cross Investment
Our investment in Impact Hub over the
past ten years has been driven by our
desire to support values-led entrepreneurs
succeed in effecting positive social and
environmental outcomes in the world.
Impact Hub Kings Cross was the forerunner

B Corp Coaching Scheme
of over 100 Impact Hubs across the
world serving over 15,000 members.
We’ve helped reach a ‘full house’ of
320 members at IHKC, each enabled to
discover self, partnerships, knowledge
and opportunities.

This year we started developing an
initiative, which will connect GoodBrand
with selected B Corp members, allowing
us to provide them with pro bono
consultancy support as they look
to grow and scale their own impact.

GoodBranders at B Corp UK’s second anniversary party

Impact report 2015-2016, Impact Hub King’s Cross
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learnings & action plan
We’ve learned a lot about how to drive the impact
of our client partner projects as well as our own business.
Here’s what we learned, and what we intend to do about it.

Our Connective Impact

Our Creative Impact

Our Catalytic Impact

Learning

Our work depends on individuals with a
distinctive set of capabilities. We were inspired
by Unilever CEO Paul Polman’s description of
those qualities: “A sense of purpose, systemic
thinkers, aware of the issues, willingness to
engage, with humanity and humility.“ More than
ever, we know that our role is to serve these
leaders, who we call ‘values-led challengers’.

Our client partners often encounter either
issues that they cannot address alone or
opportunities that can only be realised
through partnership. Increasingly we observe
the complex and multi-stakeholder nature
of these challenges and opportunities.

We have not engaged sufficiently beyond
our own business and our client work. Our
commitment to being a B Corp highlights
a need and opportunity for us to engage
more widely. We see growing evidence of
a “third wave” of impact innovation into the
tertiary sector of business services, identifying
that in impact capital and in increased service
provision to the corporate sector.

Action

Find them – by tapping into networks and
being referred by them to others.

We are now working with our clients to
develop and implement a new approach to
further drive impact-led innovation, which we
call “syndicated systemic innovation.” In the
context of complex systemic failures preventing
sustainable outcomes, our client partners can
play a lead role as catalysts for change and as
active participants in value chains.

We will strengthen and formalise our
relationships with the impact finance community.
We continue hosting seminars, being more
present at relevant conferences and exploring
areas at the frontier of our industry.

Serve them – offering exemplary service
to support these leaders in the challenges
they take on.

We are applying our impact-led innovation
process to leverage this catalytic role and to
draw a wider set of stakeholders in syndicated
approaches to designing and financing the
system shift required. We are excited at the
potential of this approach.
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We seek to form a partnership with an
academic institution to develop bespoke
executive education programmes to support,
inspire and inform ‘values-led challengers’.
We will also continue to host informal groups
where values-led challengers can meet to
share learnings and exchange experiences
on specific topics.

LEARNINGS & ACTION PLAN /
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Our deepest thanks to each person
for the unique part they played in
GoodBrand’s journey 2015-2017.
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